
BEYOND THE BATHROOM?

1. How do you feel about your bathroom’s current size?
1

Just right
2 

Ok, but poor layout
3

A little too big/small
4

Way too big
5

Way too small

2. What’s the storage situation in your bathroom?
1 

Plenty of room
2 

It’s creative, but it fits
3

More is always better
4

It’s pretty tight
5

Very short on space

3. Do you have enough light to get ready for the day?
1 

Beautifully bright
2 

Some spots are bright, 
others dark

3
I wish it would be 

brighter

4
No natural light, all 

electric

5
No, it’s like a cave

4. How is your showering experience?
1 

I feel refreshed and 
happy after a shower

2 
I’m not much of a 

shower person

3
I’d prefer a bigger 

shower

4
I want more water 

therapy in my shower

5
Terrible- tiny shower & 

poor water usage

5. If you had plenty of time, do you prefer a shower or a bath?
1 

Nothing beats a 
nice, hot bath

2 
Prefer a bath, shower 
when I’m tight on time

3
I enjoy both equally

4
More often, I’d pick a 

shower

5
I’d love a “car wash” 

shower

6. Do you have enough closet space?
1 

More than I need
2 

I have plenty of space, 
some in other rooms

3
I do the seasonal 

switch, then it’s fine

4
It’s very tight, I wrestle 
to get my clothes out

5
Can you ever have 

enough?

7. Does more than one person get ready for the day (or ready for bed) at the same time? 
1 

Nope
2 

Usually on different 
schedules

3
Just at night

4
“Excuse me” is our 

mantra

5
It feels like am always 

waiting for my turn

8. Are you disrupting other people as you get ready each morning?
1 

Not at all
2 

Nah, my house has 
heavy sleepers

3
Not really, as long as 

I’m VERY quiet

4
Yeah, but you’ve got 
to get up eventually, 

right?

5
I’m public enemy #1 

each morning

 

MY SCORE  9-21 You can probably get most of your wish-list without venturing outside the bathroom

22-33 Some creative floor plan changes may be in order, but you may not need to impact 
the bedroom and closet to get what you want

34-45 Making changes to your Master Suite as a whole, will get you closest to your 
preferred solution

Bathrooms aren’t the biggest rooms in the house, so to get what you need, other spaces may 
need to get in on the project. Let’s see if the rest of your master suite is likely to be included.
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